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Advancing Health Care Investments in Key Markets:  
Coherus BioSciences, LGC, and Panasonic Healthcare

1 The above are for illustrative purposes only and are not representative of all investments made by KKR Funds or accounts, nor should it be assumed that any investment in the 
companies identified were or will be profitable.

2 KKR Capstone is not an affiliate or subsidiary of KKR. Please see kkr.com/our-firm/kkr-capstone for additional disclosure regarding KKR Capstone.

Across the health care spectrum, KKR portfolio companies 
are moving the needle by creating innovative health care 
solutions and systems, advancing diagnostic capabilities, 
and researching cures. Our portfolio companies are creat-
ing meaningful products and making discoveries that have 
the potential to minimize or eradicate a variety of diseases 

or chronic conditions for future generations. Our Firm’s 
deep knowledge in the health care industry, a long history 
of successfully investing in this field, and a wide network  
of relevant relationships position us to facilitate growth  
and operational enhancements in these companies around 
the world.

Coherus BioSciences:  
Biosimilar Drugs1

Headquartered in Redwood City,  
California, U.S., Coherus BioSciences 
is a leader in developing and commer-
cializing biosimilar drugs of the highest  
quality and value. Regulators in the 
United States, Europe, and Asia  
support this new pharmaceutical cat-
egory, which develops almost identical 
replicas of biologic drugs. As the cost 
of drugs is rising, the development of 
biosimilars is beneficial because the 
drugs are offered at a lower cost and 
therefore potentially lead to broader 
access. Coherus BioSciences has a 
rich pipeline of biosimilar therapeutics 
that will have a major impact on  
patient access when the products hit 
the market.

LGC: 
Science for a Safer World1

Headquartered in London, UK, LGC 
is a life sciences measurement 
and testing company with a global 
presence in the reference materials, 
proficiency testing, genomics, and 
laboratory services markets. With 
a vision of “Science for a Safer 
World,” the company has services and 
products that seek to support public 
safety, health, and security. LGC has 
experienced significant growth during 
the past five years, and KKR has 
continued to invest behind its growth 
potential since acquiring the company 
in late 2015. KKR Capstone2 is aiding 
in the commercial development of the 
genomics business, which develops 
and manufactures products critical to 
helping plant breeders develop crops 
to feed the world’s growing population 
and molecular diagnostics companies 
understand the genetics of illnesses 
such as cancer and infectious diseases. 
In addition to this, LGC’s reference 
materials and lab services are used 
around the world to ensure the safety 
of many daily and essential products, 
including pharmaceuticals and food 
supplements.

Panasonic Healthcare:  
Solutions for Personalized  
Health Care1

Panasonic Healthcare is a leading pro-
vider of diabetes monitoring systems 
and specialized laboratory equipment 
worldwide, as well as clinical health care 
IT systems in Japan. The company cen-
ters its business on three key themes: 

n	 linking diagnosis and treatment
n	 utilizing medical information
n	 supporting drug development  

and life science research

The company provides localized solu-
tions from its global platform across 
areas such as biomedical product 
development and medical information 
systems integration. With its acquisition 
of Bayer AG’s global Diabetes Care 
business, now called Ascensia Diabetes 
Care, Panasonic Healthcare will provide 
high-quality solutions and precision 
tools to people with diabetes in more 
than 125 countries. Panasonic Health-
care is focused not only on providing 
solutions for personalized health care 
to people around the world but also 
on improving the energy efficiency of 
its facilities and has been tracking the 
results of these efforts as part of KKR’s 
Green Solutions Platform.    

http://kkr.com/our-firm/kkr-capstone
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Afriflora: Supporting Workers*

Located in Ziway, Ethiopia, Afriflora cultivates and 
produces Fair Trade Certified, sustainably grown roses.  
It is one of the largest employers in the country with 
more than 12,000 workers in its direct operations. 
Afriflora values its employees and the local community. 
The company provides wages that are substantially 
higher than peer agricultural companies, follows a gender 
equity plan designed to fairly distribute development 
opportunities, and promotes skill development. Afriflora 
has launched community development initiatives 
focused on health and education for workers and their 
families. Afriflora’s actions promote a mutually beneficial 
relationship that results in tangible impacts on the 
business and community more broadly.
*  The above is for illustrative purposes only and is not representative of all 

investments made by KKR Funds or accounts, nor should it be assumed that any 
investment in the company identified was or will be profitable.
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Banyan Nation: Supporting Recycling in Indian Cities*

KKR’s third pro bono impact investing assistance project 
supported a social enterprise working to root out 
inefficiencies in India’s recycling value chain. Banyan Nation 
(“Banyan”) works to change the way India recycles and 
thinks about plastics, waste management, and sustainability. 
The business also provides its employees, largely women 
from nearby slums, with economic opportunity, health care, 
and retirement benefits. 

KKR executives teamed up with Impact Investment 
Exchange (IIX) and Impact Investment Shujog (Shujog) to 
provide pro bono consulting services for Banyan’s efforts  
to scale its operations and quantify its social impact to 
attract third-party financing. 

With our joint assistance, Banyan secured $800,000  
in funding. Moving forward, Banyan aims to double its  
factory workforce, from 10 to 20, and expand its facilities  
to save 2,760 tons of virgin plastic in 2016, up from 360 
tons in 2015. 
*  Banyan Nation is not a KKR portfolio company.
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CITIC Envirotech Ltd.: Investing in Innovative Wastewater Treatment*

Water challenges such as shortages and inadequate 
resources in cities are plentiful. CITIC Envirotech 
Ltd. (“CEL”), a leading water treatment and recycling 
solution provider in China, uses its technology to play a 
critical role in addressing the region’s water needs. CEL 
provides engineering, procurement, and construction 
services to municipal and industrial wastewater 
treatment projects. 

CEL has built more than 100 membrane bio-reactor 
wastewater treatment plants, including the largest 
wastewater treatment plant with membrane technology 
in China. This technology combines membrane 
separation with biological wastewater treatment, which 
in turn reduces water use. CEL’s innovative process 
increases water quality, reduces the waste produced, 
and requires less land than conventional technology. 
Our global network and local Chinese operational and 
industry experts assisted CEL’s management team on 
the development of a multiyear company roadmap. This 
strategic plan helped the company build out and acquire 
quality wastewater treatment plants as well as complete 
large-scale engineering projects. 

In 2015, plants managed by CEL treated more than 
500 million tons of wastewater. CEL provides efficient, 
effective wastewater treatment, a vital component of 
modern, well-designed cities. 
*  The above is for illustrative purposes only and is not representative of all 

investments made by KKR Funds or accounts, nor should it be assumed that any 
investment in the company identified was or will be profitable.



A participant in KKR’s Green Solutions 
Platform, Gardner Denver Nash 
(“Nash”), a subsidiary of Gardner 
Denver, is a leading provider of global 
service and technical support for  
industrial vacuum and compressed 
gas machinery across a variety of 
industries. Three of Nash’s product 
lines feature technological advance-
ments that we consider eco-innova-
tions for their improved use of natural 
resources or energy.  
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Green Solutions Platform: Building on the Past, Focusing on the Future
The Green Solutions Platform – launched 
in December 2015 – follows nearly eight 
years of results and impact from KKR’s 

pioneering environmental initiative, the Green Portfolio 
Program (GPP). While the GPP was focused on eco-
efficiency projects in five key performance areas, the 
Green Solutions Platform seeks to drive business and 
environmental value by partnering with and highlighting 
the work of participating companies across a wide variety 
of focus areas. The Green Solutions Platform includes 
companies focusing on eco-efficiency improvements, 
advancing eco-innovation, and/or offering a solution 

to environmental problems as core to their business 
mandate. In partnership with our participating companies, 
nongovernmental organization partners, KKR Capstone,1 
and our investors, we expect this program to continue to 
evolve and grow.

More than 20 KKR portfolio companies are participating 
in and achieving results through the Green Solutions 
Platform, including Gardner Denver Nash, highlighted  
below. To discover what makes this program different 
and to read about the focus areas and progress of other 
participating companies, visit green.kkr.com.

Gardner Denver Nash:  
Energy Efficiency Through Eco-Innovation2

1 KKR Capstone is not an affiliate or subsidiary of KKR. Please see kkr.com/our-firm/kkr-capstone for additional disclosure regarding KKR Capstone.
2 The above is for illustrative purposes only and is not representative of all investments made by KKR Funds or accounts, nor should it be assumed that any investment in the company 

identified was or will be profitable.

The Hoffman & Lamson 900 Series, 
Nash Hybrid Systems, and Eco-
Flo Technology products enable 
Nash customers to achieve greater 
efficiency performance while also 
allowing for a longer product life. 
The optimized design of these cen-
trifugal blowers, steam jets, liquid 
ring vacuum pumps, and condensers 
leads to reductions in total energy 
consumption and water savings, 
which in turn decrease greenhouse 

gas emissions. For example,  
Nash Hybrid Systems offer up to  
a 15 percent reduction in steam 
consumption and associated energy 
use and costs, and the Hoffman & 
Lamson 900 Series has a bearing 
life of 10 years or longer, which 
is an efficient use of resources. 
Through research and development, 
Nash aims to continue manufactur-
ing resource-efficient products for 
its customers.

http://green.kkr.com
http://www.kkr.com/our-firm/kkr-capstone
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Ireland Strategic Investment Fund and KKR Credit Joint Venture:  
Providing Long-Term Capital for Housing in Ireland*

The demand for housing is significant in Ireland. In 2015, 
KKR Credit and the Ireland Strategic Investment Fund 
established the Activate Capital lending platform, a new 
approximately $550 million joint venture to provide long-
term capital for Irish housing development. The fund 
facilitates home builders that are developing medium- 
or large-scale housing schemes, leading to a material 
increase in the housing supply. Given Ireland’s population 
growth and workforce expansion, this project is support-
ing that country’s robust economic recovery. In addition, 
an average of 1,900 new full-time jobs are expected to 
be created annually through the construction of these 
homes. For its strong commercial results and significant 
economic impact – specifically by providing essential 
infrastructure – the platform meets Ireland Strategic 
Investment Fund’s “double bottom-line” criterion.  
*  The above is for illustrative purposes only and is not representative of all 

investments made by KKR Funds or accounts, nor should it be assumed that any 
investment in the company identified was or will be profitable.

This $550 million joint venture will provide long-term capital for Irish 
housing development.
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Solutions for a Resource-Constrained Future:  
Goodpack, Santanol, and Tarkett

* The above are for illustrative purposes only and are not representative of all investments made by KKR Funds or accounts, nor should it be assumed that any investment in the 
companies identified was or will be profitable.

As the world continues to experience population growth 
and demographic shifts, the demand for countless natural 
resources – including food, water, oil, metals, and timber – 
is expected to rise. However, it is not just natural resources 
that are constrained; many companies face employee 
shortages and talent gaps. To succeed in this environment, 

businesses will need to do more with less, create extremely 
efficient supply chains and manufacturing operations,  
and focus on hiring talent who can spur innovation and 
productivity. KKR has begun investing in companies  
that are rethinking the way they do business in light of  
a resource-constrained future. 

Goodpack:  
Smarter Products*

Goodpack operates the world’s 
largest fleet of steel intermediate bulk 
containers, a multimodal, reusable 
metal box system that provides 
packaging, transporting, and storage. 
Using responsible design concepts, 
Goodpack replaces common, single-
use materials with reusable, more 
sustainable materials, such as 
durable steel. The company also 
promotes efficient logistics with 
its patented collapsible bin design, 
coupled with global collection points 
that eliminate the need to return 
boxes. These practices reduce 
environmental impact, generate fewer 
carbon emissions, and save nearly 
20,000 acres of trees annually – the 
equivalent of 4 million trees.  

Santanol:  
Renewable Resources*

Santanol is a sustainably managed 
sandalwood plantation covering  
2,200 hectares in Western Australia. 
Sandalwood is used for furniture  
making and carving while its oil is 
used in products such as fragrances, 
flavors, and skin care. High demand 
has led to deforestation, the emer-
gence of a black market, and the 
overexploitation of natural supplies. 
Due to Santanol’s forest management 
systems and integrated model, its 
sandalwood oil and timber products 
are traceable from propagation to 
distillation. In addition to replanting 
harvested trees to ensure a long-term 
sustainable supply, the company  
conserves natural resources by 
recycling water from the distillation 
process and using ground covers and 
other nitrogen-fixing crops to reduce 
the use of fertilizers.  

Tarkett:  
The Circular Economy*

Tarkett designs, manufactures, and 
sells vinyl, carpet, wood, laminate, 
sports, and other specialty flooring 
products for various residential and 
commercial markets across the globe. 
Tarkett’s sustainable development 
strategy has transformed its business 
to a purposeful and collaborative  
circular economy model. As part of  
this strategy, Tarkett seeks to eco- 
design its products to optimize the  
use of resources at each stage of 
their life cycle in accordance with 
Cradle to Cradle principles and to 
make a positive contribution to the 
environment and human well-being.  
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Sundrop Farms: Expanding Suitable Farming Locations*

Sundrop Farms is a specialized developer and operator 
of protected cropping installations designed for regions 
where land is not suitable for traditional farming or crops, 
fresh water may be in short supply, and domestic food 
production is a concern. The company grows high-value 
crops, such as tomatoes, at its glasshouse facilities. Based 
in South Australia, it is the world’s first commercially 
and environmentally sustainable arid-climate agricultural 
business. Sundrop Farms uses solar energy to cool, heat, 
and power its high-tech farm and to desalinate seawater 
for irrigation. Sundrop Farms plans to use its proprietary 
technology and knowledge to significantly expand its 
operations and international presence. 
*  The above is for illustrative purposes only and is not representative of all investments 

made by KKR Funds or accounts, nor should it be assumed that any investment in the 
company identified was or will be profitable.

Sundrop Farms grows 15 to 30 times more produce per hectare than 
conventional field production.
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Support for Urban Infrastructure:  
Gardner Denver, Sonos, and Trainline

Infrastructure is vital to economic and social systems  
because it connects people, goods, and resources. Main-
taining, developing, and fortifying infrastructure, from 
highways to water systems to housing, are integral parts 
of continued progress and growth. However, due to rapid 
urbanization and years of insufficient funding, the infra-

structure in many cities is in desperate need of repair, 
expansion, or both. Some of KKR’s portfolio companies are 
finding innovative ways to support urban infrastructure and 
provide social benefits to their communities. By reducing
the stress on urban infrastructure, these companies are 
helping to create better functioning cities.

Gardner Denver:  
Flood Protection

Gardner Denver, a global manufacturer 
of highly engineered industrial flow 
control machinery, is taking proactive 
measures to safeguard local infra-
structure. The company, along with 
KKR, KKR Capstone,* and other local 
businesses and organizations, built a 
flood wall system designed to protect 
both its manufacturing facility as  
well the larger community in Quincy,  
Illinois, U.S., from recurring flooding  
of the Mississippi River.

Sonos:  
Commuting

Sonos, a leading provider of wireless 
audio and home theater products 
headquartered in Santa Barbara, 
California, U.S., is monetarily 
incentivizing employees to bike to 
work by offering $600 to buy a new 
bike and gear. This program reduces 
traffic volume, greenhouse gas 
emissions, and commuting costs  
and helps to improve employee  
morale and health.  

Trainline:  
Public Transport

Trainline, a leading digital distribution 
platform for train tickets in Europe, 
facilitates train travel by making train 
ticket purchasing more convenient. 
This supports the use of train travel 
and, in turn, reduces traffic congestion 
as well as environmental impact.

* KKR Capstone is not an affiliate or subsidiary of KKR. Please see kkr.com/our-firm/kkr-capstone for additional disclosure regarding KKR Capstone.

http://www.kkr.com/our-firm/kkr-capstone
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Transphorm: Investing in Power Conversion Technology*

KKR recognizes the business value of investing in 
companies positioned to provide solutions to environmental 
challenges. In 2015, KKR led an investment round that 
committed $70 million in Transphorm, Inc., an early stage 
semiconductor company focused on increasing energy 
efficiency and reducing energy losses. Transphorm is a 
leading producer of gallium nitride-based solutions for 
high-voltage power conversion applications, which deliver 
higher efficiency and increased power density and savings. 
Power devices created using this material can eliminate 
more than 40 percent of all electric conversion losses. The 
relationship between Transphorm and KKR advances efforts 
to address the global challenge of wasted energy in power 
conversion. 
* The above is for illustrative purposes only and is not representative of all 

investments made by KKR Funds or accounts, nor should it be assumed that any 
investment in the company identified was or will be profitable.
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US Foods: Focusing on Food Quality and Safety*

US Foods, in which KKR invested in 2007, is the second 
largest broadline foodservice distributor in the United 
States, providing food and food-related products to 
independent restaurants, health care and hospitality 
customers, educational institutions, and prominent  
multiunit restaurant companies. Food quality and safety  
are foundational tenets of US Foods, and the company 
strives to practice the highest quality of stewardship in 
individual food categories such as seafood. 

The company joined the National Fisheries Institute’s  
Better Seafood Board to help fight fraud in the seafood 
supply chain. In addition to industry collaboration, the 
company is appointing employees as seafood specialists 
and increasing seafood safety training for all employees. 
As a testament to this focus, in 2015, US Foods became the 
first nationwide foodservice distributor in the United States 
to earn Marine Stewardship Council certification  
for its distribution centers’ chain of custody. US Foods 
is also committed to other ESG-related initiatives and 
participates in KKR’s Green Solutions Platform, through 
which it tracks and reports progress in maximizing  
energy efficiency in its facilities and delivery fleet. 
*  The above is for illustrative purposes only and is not representative of all investments 

made by KKR Funds or accounts, nor should it be assumed that any investment in the 
company identified was or will be profitable.

Ninety-eight percent of US Foods’ distribution centers’ chain of custody are 
certified by the Marine Stewardship Council.
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X-ELIO: Increasing Access to Renewable Energy*

Global energy consumption is predicted by the U.S. Energy 
Information Administration to increase by 56 percent 
between 2010 and 2040. This results in a need and 
opportunity for societies to increasingly harness alternative 
energy sources. 

KKR infrastructure portfolio company X-ELIO, formerly 
Gestamp Solar, specializes in the development, 
construction, operation, and maintenance of solar plants  
in 18 countries, including Spain, Italy, South Africa,  
Japan, Mexico, the United States, and various nations 
across the Middle East and South America. To date, the 
company has participated in the development of more  
than 700 MW of photovoltaic projects and currently has  
270 MW of photovoltaic projects in operation or in 
consideration. With its wide platform, X-ELIO is a market 
leader that has the ability to achieve scale, the capital 
resources to invest in long-term projects, and the 
technological focus to drive innovation. As a sustainable, 
renewable energy provider, X-ELIO has a mission and a 
mandate that are aligned with reducing greenhouse gases 
and increasing access to clean energy in developed and 
emerging markets.
*  The above is for illustrative purposes only and is not representative of all investments 

made by KKR Funds or accounts, nor should it be assumed that any investment in the 
company identified was or will be profitable.

More than 700 MW of photovoltaic projects have been developed.
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Yuehai Feed Group: Investing in Aquatic Feed and Nutrition Solutions*

In 2015, KKR invested in Chinese company Yuehai Feed 
Group Co. Ltd. (“Yuehai”), which provides aquatic feed 
and nutrition solutions for shrimp and fish farming. The 
company is China’s largest manufacturer of high-end, 
special aquatic feed products by market share. The 
company is shifting from raw frozen fish and traditional 
pellet feed to floating puffed feed, which helps avoid  
over- or underfeeding and in turn minimizes feed waste  
and enhances water quality. Yuehai has full oversight of  
the feed production process, which helps safeguard the 
shrimp and fish from disease and ultimately contributes  
to meeting Chinese consumer demand for safe, healthy 
animal protein options. 
*  The above is for illustrative purposes only and is not representative of all investments 

made by KKR Funds or accounts, nor should it be assumed that any investment in the 
company identified was or will be profitable.


